
As the automotive aftermarket gets well

and truly into battery season, a brand

that has been making a significant impact this

year is Strom Autobatterien. This new range of

car and commercial batteries has been

impressing Irish garages with its range, quality,

and value.

Strom Autobatterien batteries are

manufactured alongside OE product, using the

same techniques and materials. This means

that because they have been made in factories

which are subject to constant scrutiny and

auditing by the world’s top car manufacturers,

they offer consistent high performance. 

Strom batteries also feature 3DX Grid

technology, which means they have a longer

service life and higher power delivery. They are also

highly resistant to vibration and corrosion that can

quickly lead to the failure of lesser products.

Strom Autobatterien comes with a 2 Year

Manufacturer’s Guarantee and a range that covers

everything from car to commercial, including AGM

& EFB models to support the demands and fuel-

saving requirements of modern technologies.

Strom batteries are available from motor factor

stockists.

Question: A customer is

complaining that their 2013

Citroen C-Elysee 1.6 HDi

stalls while idling and has a

hesitation on acceleration.

We replaced the air filter

element as we found this to

be partially blocked. This

only partially fixed the

problem. Can you help?

Answer: Yes, the

faults you described have

been reported before for the C-Elysee with

9HP (DV6DTED4) engine code. The cause of

the problems is a faulty exhaust gas

recirculation (EGR) solenoid. You may also have

the engine malfunction indicator lamp (MIL)

illuminate and P2425 trouble code stored.

Locate the exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)

solenoid on the engine Fig.1.1. Fit a new EGR

solenoid. Carry out road test to ensure the

faults have

been

eliminated.

Strom - German battery powers ahead

Citroen C-Elysee: Stalls at idle and
hesitates while accelerating
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Parts specialist febi has recently

introduced many new parts to meet

specific market demands, even on some of

the the latest models.

New parts recently added to the febi

range include:

• Part No. 103309 - Engine Mounting

for Renault Twingo (2007-2014) OE No.

82 00 410 218

• Part No. 103234 - Transmission

Mounting for Honda CR-V (2001-2007)

OE No. 50805-SJF-981

• Part No. 103195 - Beam Axle Mount

for Audi A3 (8V), RS3 (8V) OE. No. 5Q0

505 145 G

• Part No. 103008 - Fuel Filter for Volvo

S90 (2016-) , V60 (2018- ), XC60 (2017-

), XC90 (2014-) OE No. 31355911

• Part No. 100988 - ABS Sensor for Fiat

Grande Punto (2005-2013), Punto

(2007-) / Opel Adam (2012-), Corsa

(2014-) OE No. 55703974/ 13381328

• Part No. 103381 - Radiator Hose for

BMW 3 Series (E46) OE No. 64 21 6 903

319

All febi parts and latest updates can

be found on the online febi Partsfinder.

Simply search a product description or

vehicle model to find the parts required.

To register for this free
Partsfinder go to
partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com/en.

New to range
from febi
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First Line has added a new water pump to engine

coolant hose that covers a wide range of popular

applications.

One such component is the water pump to engine

coolant hose (First Line part number FTS1127) for the 1.6-

litre TD engine used in several popular vehicles, including

the Ford Fiesta/Fusion, PSA C3/C4/C5, 206/207/307/308.

First Line also offers the water pump for this application (FWP2043) and recommends that technicians

thoroughly inspect the coolant hose for signs of damage or wear following its replacement. It recommends

as best practice and to provide the vehicle’s owner with the greatest peace of mind, both water pump and

coolant hose should be changed at the same time.

First Line offers engine hose solution




